
ATTENTION BLUE TEAM (RISK ROOM) 

(This Bedroom Doubles as  Part Of a Two-team competitive ESCAPE ROOM game) 

Your mission is to find & capture the red team’s 10 officer pieces and then find &  capture 

their flag to solve the final puzzle and win the game.  All pieces you find will be cabled 

securely or glued down. Leave them that way! To “capture” them, simply note the 3 digit 

code written on their side and enter it in your mission TABLET. 

Two or three of the pieces can be found by simply looking around this bedroom and the 

Battleship Latrine Bathroom. The rest will require you to get into those locked boxes and 

solve challenging puzzles. You will NOT need to go through any bedding, board games, 

electrical outlets, or vents. You won’t need to remove anything from the walls either.  

Everything you need can be found in this bedroom and in the Battleship Latrine Bathroom. 

There is nothing for you in the Red Team’s home base (Stratego Bedroom). Similarly, they won’t need to come into 

your room. Keep in mind, however, that their team is solving the EXACT same puzzles as you so you’ll want to be 

careful of spies listening in and keep your discoveries TOP SECRET! Loose lips sink battleships but espionage can 

very much play into this unique escape game!! 

 

GAME START: To start game play, launch the ‘TEAM BLUE – ESCAPE ROOM APP’ on the android tablet and then 

click MAKE VISIBLE (then confirm it). Wait for the red team to do their part on their own tablet and the game 

launch screen will appear for both of you. The winner is the team who completes the entire mission in the least 

amount of clock time. Once you start the clock, you’ll be able to monitor your own progress throughout the 

mission as well as theirs. Make sure both tablets have at least 30% battery life remaining before you begin play! 

CLUES: You’re almost definitely going to need to get some hints/clues—but they’re gonna cost ‘ya and thus, should 

be used strategically only when your whole team agrees. When ready, click the HELP/CLUE button your table. The 

first clue will add 1 minute to your time clock; The second clue will add 2 minutes; The third clue will add 3 

minutes…and so on and so on. You’re really going to need those hints but think smartly about when the best time 

is to get them!  

 

RESETTING THE ROOM: There’s no time limit to this escape game. Someone will either win or both teams will 

surrender. When you’re done playing, you’ll need to reset the room for the next group of soldiers. Follow the “TOP 

SECRET” instructions in the RISK bedroom closet to put all locks and props back in their proper places. 

 

 

GOOD LUCK, SOLDIERS! 
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ATTENTION RED TEAM (Stratego ROOM) 

(This Bedroom Doubles as  Part Of a Two-team competitive ESCAPE ROOM game) 

Your mission is to find & capture the blue team’s 10 officer pieces and then find 

&  capture their flag to solve the final puzzle and win the game.  All pieces you 

find will be cabled securely or glued down. Leave them that way! To “capture” 

them, simply note the 3 digit code written on their side and enter it into your 

mission TABLET. 

Two or three of the pieces can be found by simply looking around this bedroom 

and the Battleship Latrine Bathroom. The rest will require you to get into those 

locked boxes and solve challenging puzzles. You will NOT need to go through 

any bedding, board games, electrical outlets, or vents. You won’t need to 

remove anything from the walls either.  Everything you need can be found in this bedroom and in the Battleship 

Latrine Bathroom. There is nothing for you in the Blue Team’s home base (RISK Bedroom). Likewise, they won’t 

need to come into your room. Keep in mind, however, that their team is solving the EXACT same puzzles as you so 

you’ll want to be careful of spies listening in and keep your discoveries TOP SECRET! Loose lips sink battleships but 

espionage can very much play into this unique escape game! 

 

GAME START: To start game play, launch the ‘TEAM RED – ESCAPE ROOM APP’ on the android tablet and wait for 

the BLUE team to click SCAN FOR PLAYERS. Select the RED Team from the next menu and shortly after, the game 

launch screen will appear for both of you. The winner is the team who completes the entire mission in the least 

amount of clock time. Once you start the clock, you’ll be able to monitor your own progress throughout the 

mission as well as theirs. Make sure both tablets have at least 30% battery life remaining before you begin play! 

CLUES: You’re almost definitely going to need to get some hints/clues—but they’re gonna cost ‘ya and thus, should 

be used strategically only when your whole team agrees. When ready, click the HELP/CLUE button your table. The 

first clue will add 1 minute to your time clock; The second clue will add 2 minutes; The third clue will add 3 

minutes…and so on and so on. You’re really going to need those hints but think smartly about when the best time 

is to get them!  

 

RESETTING THE ROOM: There’s no time limit to this escape game. Someone will either win or both teams will 

surrender. When you’re done playing, you’ll need to reset the room for the next group of soldiers. Follow the “TOP 

SECRET” instructions in the RISK bedroom closet to put all locks and props back in their proper places. 

 

 

GOOD LUCK, SOLDIERS! 
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